Suggested readings for:


Ecosocial theory, embodied histories, populations, & health inequities


Racism, Jim Crow & health

Conceptual


Empirical


Eugenics and history of scientific racism


Worldmapper & Views of the World & Gapminder

Index of Concentration at the Extremes (ICE) and monitoring health inequities

- Krieger N, Feldman JM, Waterman PD, Chen JT, Coull BA, Hemenway D. Local residential segregation matters: stronger association of census tract compared to conventional city-level measures with fatal and non-fatal assaults (total and firearm related), using the Index of Concentration at the Extremes (ICE) for racial, economic, and racialized economic segregation, Massachusetts (US), 1995-2010. *J Urban Health* 2017; 94:244-258.

Public Health Disparities Geocoding Project: putting health inequities on the map (selected examples)


Social epidemiology of breast cancer & breast cancer estrogen receptor status